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The final exam will essentially be a 3rd midterm, covering weeks 10-13 and designed to take an hour.  

Below are the concepts we have emphasized in class and on handouts during weeks 10-13. The exam 

will consist of short questions asking you to explain or apply these concepts.  It will NOT include the RCT 

analysis I hinted at in class.   

 

1. Is official development assistance a major source of external financing for low-income countries?  
2. The Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) employs high selectivity and low conditionality. Why? 

3. “Aid spurs growth by supplementing domestic saving.” Explain. How can this gap-based logic fail? 

4. How can financial inclusion help poor households seize investment opportunities and manage risk?  

5. Why do we see informal credit and insurance in rural villages but not formal credit and insurance? 

6. “Solidarity networks sustain substantial mutual insurance, but many risks are not covered.” True? 

7. Pitch a crop-insurance scheme with no up-front premium and payments indexed to rainfall. 

8. Why do B/D favor government subsidies to cover part of formal insurance premiums for the poor? 

9. How does group liability (a Grameen Bank innovation) reduce moral hazard and adverse selection? 

10. Do the self-employed have such high returns to borrowing that access to credit is transformational? 

11. Why might multifaceted ‘graduation’ programs have higher benefit/cost ratios than microcredit?   

12. Use B/D chapter 9 to discuss the relative urgency of job creation and financial inclusion for the poor. 

13. What features distinguish the B/D approach from the “political economy view” of development? 

14. What are the 5 key lessons B/D draw from their evidence? (With an example of evidence for each.) 

15. How can countries with natural-resource abundance avoid the resource curse of slow growth? 

16. What sectors are classified as T and what ones are N? How are 𝑃𝑇 and 𝑃𝑁 determined? 

17. Define the real exchange rate and explain its role in the Dutch disease. 

18. How should primary-commodity exporters handle fluctuations in commodity export revenue? 

19. Be comfortable with the identities 𝐶𝐴 = 𝑇𝑆 + 𝑁𝐹𝐼 + 𝑁𝑈𝑇 = ∆𝑁𝐹𝐴 = 𝑌 − 𝐴 = 𝑆 − 𝐼. 

20. Why is it painful to adjust to a reversal in commodity export earnings, aid, or foreign capital inflows? 

21. What is the role of real exchange rate depreciation in the external adjustment in question 18? 

22. Interpret the equation ∆𝑑 = (𝑖 − 𝑔𝑋) + 𝑎 and use it to discuss emerging risks to debt sustainability. 

23. Why are countries reluctant to let their exchange rates float? 

24. Explain that the expected yield (in pesos) on a U.S. government bond is 𝑖𝑈𝑆𝐴 + ℰ[∆𝐸 𝐸⁄ ].  

25. How can a commitment NOT to depreciate end with a crisis that REQUIRES depreciation? 

26. How did the emerging-market financial crises of the 1990s differ from the LA debt crisis of the 80s?  


